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of the names borrowed from Lushington, the Malaya
name of the fruit has made its way in all parts
of South India along with the name given by
Sanskrit. But tLen the identity of Kamalanka-LSnkasuka
is to be abandoned, because Lenkasuka is clearly mention-
ed in the Inscription of Tanjore under its Tamilised form
llangasogam. The two countries are certainly very near
each other, but they cannot be confounded and Map-
papalam is probably to be located between them, as it is
mentioned between the two names.
By the side of Lang-kia (sJni) and symmetrical with
Ka(r}mal(r}ank(g)a comes the name of Tam(r)alinpa,
with the alterance £- t- of which Kalinga-Tilinga, Kosala-
Tosala have given us incontestable examples. Mr. Coedes
has recognised the name in the inscription of Tanjore
where it appears under the form Ma-Damalingam; he
has also discovered the same name, this time under the
form of Tamiralinga, in an inscription coming from Jaiya
and now preserved in Bangkok. I have pointed out
elsewhere that it is to be found in the Maha-Niddesa
under the form Tambalinga (fiolemee le Maha-Niddesa
et le BrhaikatJia, B. E. F, E. O., Jubilee collection), M.
Coedes has also recognised the identity of this name
with the country of Tan-ma-ling mentioned amongst the
vassals of San*fo-t'si in the Tchu fan tche of Tebao. Ju
kua (transl. Hirth and Rockhill, p. 6£) and described
in a special note (p. 67 ff.) immediately before Ling-ya-sse
[/cia], Lankasuka. Mr. Rockhill published later in
(T'oung Pao, 1915, p. 123) another note on Tan-ma-ling
taken from the Tao yi tche liao; Tan-ma-ling, according to
this text, is adjacent to Sha-li Fu-lai-ngan; but the
position of this last place is also uncertain (cf. Blagden,
J. R, A. S., 1913, p. 166). M. Coedes, after considering

